Fully revised to reflect the new changes to the GP contract and the GP curriculum, this fourth edition is a practical guide to all aspects of general practice: from vital clinical information to valuable practical guidance from experienced GPs. This is the essential guide for all those working in general practice.

Comprehensively covering everything a doctor needs to work in, or manage a GP practice, this handbook ensures readers are always up-to-date with the latest guidelines, the most recent protocols, and cutting-edge clinical information. With concise, bullet-point information the chapters are now color-coded to ensure the reader can find vital emergency or clinical information without delay.

Key Features:
- Written by GPs for GPs
- Provides comprehensive coverage on all aspects of general practice
- Contains practical guidance, with hands on advice from experienced GPs
- With clinical and emergency sections clearly marked for rapid access
- Includes weblinks on the relevant guidelines and online resources
- Packed with essential, clinical, evidence-based information
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